2012 SECOND HAND BOOK SALE

YEAR 11 IB

2012 Year 11s to sell / 2013 Year 11s to buy

BIOLOGY IB

Biology for the IB Diploma - Study Guide (2nd Edn) Allott

Pearson Biology Baccalaureate – HL (2nd Edn) Ward

CHEMISTRY IB HL

Higher Level Chemistry IB Diploma (PEA Baccalaureate) Brown

CHEMISTRY IB SL

Standard Level Chemistry IB Diploma (PEA Baccalaureate) Brown

CHINESE IB - HL

My Mother Tongue - Student Book Ha Wei

Dictionary Oxford Concise – Ch/Eng - Eng/Ch (4th Edn)
(Retain from 2012) Manser

CHINESE IB - SL

Chinese Made Easy Book 4 - Text + CD (2nd Edn) Yamin & Xining

Dictionary Oxford Concise - Ch/Eng - Eng/Ch (4th Edn)
(Retain from 2012) Manser

ENGLISH IB

Lines to Time (4th Edn) Cole
(Retain for use in Year 12)

English A: Literature - IB Course Companion Tyson & Beverley
(Retain for use in Year 12)

FRENCH IB

Dictionary - Collins French + Grammar (6th Edn) Collins
(Retain from 2012)

Le Petit Nicolas (Folio Edn) - white cover Sempé

Le Petit Prince (Folio Junior) De Saint Exupéry
GEOGRAPHY IB
Geography for the IB Diploma: Patterns & Change
(HL and SL students) Guinness

Geography for the IB Diploma: Global Interactions
(HL students only) Guinness

Geography for IB Diploma
(Study Guide – Optional purchase) Nagle

GERMAN IB
Dictionary - Collins German + Grammar (6th Edn) Collins

INDONESIAN IB ab initio
Dictionary - Indon /English/Indonesian (p/b) Echols & Shadily

Dictionary - Indon /Indonesian/English (p/b) Echols & Shadily

MODERN HISTORY IB
History Route 2 – The Cold War (IB Revision Guide) Olofsson

PHYSICS IB
Physics - Principles Applications Vol 1 & 2 (6th Edn) (p/b) Giancoli
(HL students only)

Physics for the IB Diploma (5th Edn Rev) (p/b) Tsokos
(SL students only)

Physics for the IB Diploma Study Guide (2nd Edn) Kirk

THEATRE IB
Mother Courage and her Children (Methuen Modern Plays) Brecht

Plays – Cherry Orchard / 3 Sisters / Uncle Vanya (Penguin) Chekov